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Abstract 

“The pandemic covid-19 has completely shattered the universe with its deadly attack. If has created a havoc and trauma in 
the society. The people were horrified with its deadly and brisk effect. The social, economic life was completely disturbed. The 
researchers and scientists were baffled and time was taken to know the cause. Prior to that lakh of people lost their lives Karnataka 
government has taken a serious measure to fight against covid. The main objective of the study is to know how far the remedial 
measures of the Karnataka was successful in savings the lives of people. But the result was not so fruitful. It has not reached the poor 
and lower section of the community. Even there was a need of awareness programs and a systematic plan was needed to facilitate the 
emergency treatment to even the remote people. But there was lot of political gimmicks even in treatment, so the life which was so 
previous has no value for them. It was a pathetic scenario. The information is collated through primary and secondary sources. 
Through visiting field interviewed the farmers, street vendors, unorganised sector labourers etc, and collated information from articles, 
internet. Through a scientific and systematic analysis justice is given to the present article”. 
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Introduction 

The pandemic covid-19 has shattered the life of people throughout the universe. It has horridly hit the lives of uncountable. 
The present article aims to identify the horridness behind lockdown rules of Karnataka. The prime purpose of the articles and to 
discuss the role of development programs of Karnataka government in the management of covid-19 the pandemic has created a tremor 
and covid-19 his has created incredible change in the society. It has made the lives insecure and unstable. If the deadly disaster is 
noticed, it even the powerful nations were shattered by its horrible effect. Even India suffered its tragedy. It has made such a horrible 
effect that, the people of India have to suffer for the food. The voice of the hungers reached the peak. Everywhere, the dead bodies 
were found in heap and mass cremation was followed. Totally, the conditions of the people were pathetic. This pandemic brought the 
people back to the factual life who lived in fantasy the corona cases in India was 545318 and death cases was 35747. If the horrible 
picture of corona is noticed in India, Maharashtra, kerala and Karnataka stand in first position. The condition of Karnataka was to 
critical. This pandemic had pushed the people to dark. There are 2970208 active cases in Karnataka and 5692 death cases. The reason 
for the quick spread of pandemic in Karnataka was the lack of knowledge on the disease, ignorance of the people and negligence by 
the government. The victims of corona virus are majorly the common people, labourers of unorganised sector, Rickshaw pullers, auto 
drivers and farmer communities. The major decision taken by the government for the control of covid-19 was lockdown. Whether the 
corona was controlled by lockdown was a secondary issue but the people suffered economic crises. The standard of living has fallen 
utterly. More than the people died of covid, people died from the hunger covid rules were framed and implemented to avoid the covid-
19. But how far those rules were strictly followed remained a question. It is a question of survival and the financial conditions of the 
people became disgustingly worst it is clear that, it takes many years to come out of the trauma. 

  
Objectives of the Study 

1. To discuss the effect of covid-19 on Karnataka  
2. To identify the harried pains behind the lockdown rules of Karnataka. 
3. To discuss the development programmes of Karnataka government in the covid- management. 

 
Methodology of the study 

The study is descriptive and analytical in nature. The information has been collected from Primary and secondary sources 
which contained journals, Newspapers and Internet etc. 
 
Covid-19 Impact on India 

The pandemic covid-19 has briskly shattered the economy of India. According to the statistical report of 2020 financial year, 
the growth rate of Indians development has declined to 31%. The nation which was already in critical economic crisis hit of pandemic. 
According to survey report 53% of the business transactions were Stopped. The unemployment problem raised to 19% to the period of 
April. Today the unemployment levees in India is 26%. This record is given by centre for monitoring Indian economy. During the 
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time of lockdown 40,000,000 Indian lost their jobs compared to previous year 45% families. The estimation of JDP of India declined, 
agriculture suffered a lot and has harvest was not possible at the right time. According to the study followed in two weeks, 10% 
farmers couldn’t reap the crop and a 60% has harvesters met a loss in the yield ‘Kisan Yojan, was implemented by the prime minister 
in 17989 corers to run the agricultural transactions easily. Even then agriculture met a failure because the program was not 
implemented successfully. The policies have not reached the lower communities effectively, there were confusions, postponing of the 
policies and ignorance of administrable section and failure in passing proper information to the families. 

 
Covid-19 Impact on Karnataka 

The covid-19 cases in Karnataka were 2587827 and active cases 342010 and discharged cases were 227117, death cases were 
28676. The death rate was 1.35% covid-19 epidemic was first found in Karnataka during 8 march 2020. According to the act of 
epidemic disease, 189, state has framed a statute to gain a control over it. The pandemic has strongly hit the economy and it has also 
affected education, art, health, employment, economy etc. The major reason for economic backwardness is lockdown to control 
corona. 

 
Due to lockdown, more than 1 corer employments were shutdown. The government said, if the same condition was continued 

for a week, they will meet loss of 2000 corers. If condition of education is noticed, the student and the complete education system 
suffered to the core schools and colleges were shut. It has created of confusion and chaos in educational system. There was a greater 
fluctuation in the quality of education. This has reduced the learning interest among the children. The government which has shown 
keen interest in opening arrack shops had no interest in opening of the schools and colleges. The answer for this has to be given by the 
government. 

  
Even the agricultural sector suffered severely from the impact of pandemic, drastic changes were found in agricultural after 

the effect of covid. According to the economist and agricultural export 65% of the agriculture have decided to give up the occupation 
of agriculture. There are 17.7% farmers having degree qualifications and 47.6% are having pre-university qualifications and below 
primary schools are 8.3% there are farmers with small ceiling are 62%, medium ceiling 24% and 14% are with large ceiling 70% of 
the youth admired to give up the credit waiver scheme and focus on better market system and fix the price that existed for 12 months. 
All these issues are known through the survey. 

 
Remedical Programs Implemented by Karnataka Government for Covid-19 Management 

The state government announced lockdown to control covid-19. This situation has created a chaos and instability in the life of 
many. the poor people who labored hard to fill their belly suffered from hunger without job. Many families were fallen to the streets 
and children became destitute. For a remedy, government has planned measures and implemented new policies to fight against 
pandemic and poverty. The Karnataka implemented is policies (tracing, tracking, treatment, technology, testing) special covid package 
was announced by state government with 1250 core expenditure. Covid shield and covaxin abhiyan was started for controlling covid 
20 sep 2021, 54298037 people were facilities by abhiyan. 

 
Free vaccination was arranged to the covid position people at certain organised treatment was given to 2.6 lakh infected and 

its expenditure of 956 core was based by the government under prime minister Garibh kalian yojan. The families have BPL and 
antyodaya cards, 5kg rice or wheat and 1kg cereals were given by central government, under this scheme 1.25 core ration card is 
distribution and nearly 4.34 core people are facilities with the distribution of ration similarly for the APL card holders 1kg rice is 
given for 15 rs. Even 3.10 lakh people are facilitated who don’t possess ration card the government has kept 204 cores for this. The 
scheme was extended to 2021 and the main purpose of this scheme is control hunger.  

 Indira canteen is opened in urban region and this has helped 6 lakh and 25 cores is reserved of this. 
 State government has appended task for controlling covid and they created awareness by distributing food kit. 
 Rs 10,000 is given for flower farming for each hectare this has helped nearly 30,000 farmers and 70 cores reserved for this. 
 Rs 3000 will be given for each driver of auto, tax and cab. This helps nearly 2.10 lakh drivers 65 cores is kept for this. the 

drivers should possess driving license and R.C book.  
 Rs 3000 will be given for building construction labours by Karnataka building labours welfare board. rs 494 cores in reserved   

for this. 
 Rs 2000 is given for labours of unorganised sector, 60 helped 3.05 lakh worries (barbless, dhoti tailor, cobblers, potters 

goldsmiths, mechanics, weakness cook, rag collected etc.) 
 Rs 2000 is given for street side merchants, nearly 2.20 lakh merchants will be facilitated by this for this Rs 45 cores is 

researched for state government. They must get registered under Atma Nirbar bharat  
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 The artists and its trams are given rs 3000 this facilitates is 095 lakh astute for this 4.85 cores are researched  
 Three-month extension is made for repaying the credit if small medium- and long-term loans received by self-help groups, co- 

operative society and land development banks. The three months interest will be paid by government. Already it includes 
134.38 cores expenditure and helps 4.25 lakh people. 
 

Conclusion  
Covid pandemic has shattered the universe, huge price of life was given for the corona. The people and country were unable 

to come out of the economic trauma, though Karnataka government has taken rapid neakses to control this deadly pandemic but it was 
a great failure. The people have to lead a pathetic life. The people of lower communities suffered critically. The life of common 
people was painful. The lockdown was announced suddenly without pre-plan The government promised for food security under 
pradhan Mantra Garish Yojan. But wetter the problem can be rolled just by the distribution of rice. The Indira canteen facilities cannot 
reach all sections. Its highly impossible for all the family members to stand in queue for food in front of canteen. the labours are 
classified as the labours of organised and unorganised sector the special package can’t reach all. The labours without registration also 
are the suffers so facilities should be given to them. 

 
Though the Karnataka government has announced special covid-19 package keeping in mind the common people. but this 

package was useful only for some identify peoples and farmers who grow flowers and fruits. But they have neglected the migrated 
workers private teachers, private bus drivers, farmers and poor families. Is it a justice? How far is too fair to ignore poor and lower 
communities by the government, many of them lacks awareness on even the special package of covid-19 so in this regard, scientific 
researchers are required.  Health awareness facilities should be reached to all the poor and destitute, counselling is required by the 
covid warriors and also financial support is almost essential.  
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